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SELECTION
Selection is a process of periodical choice 

of the best athletes in different stages of their sport 
improvement. In those field that are more focused on 
practice like sports, there is highly expressed interest 
for predicting behavior determined by certain features in 
real situations in sport training and competition. Those 
interests are especially directed to studying dispositions. 
Inborn qualities are related to the body constitution 
(somatotopy) , physiological, biochemical and psychic 
features that make the structure of capabilitiy. A 
combination of inborn morphological and functional 
capabilities determines the giftedness for certain sport 
activity. This giftedness is called a talent, and it means 
a possession of high level qualities for certain activity. 
We have already said that the selection is the process of 
periodical choice of the best athletes in  different stages 
of their sport improvement. Besides selection, a coach 
must deal with  orientation, which means he should 
tell an athlete in the most convenient way what  his 
possibilities are in that sport branch, and to direct him to 
other sport activity where he might be more successful. A 
trainer must possess scientific information about gained 
and inborn qualities where actually lies an answer for 
the success in certain sport branch.  The orientation and 
selection must not be accepted roughly. Scientific based 
orientation and selection represent the most important 
stage in development of great sport creation.

For achieving competitive results that reflect 

a young skier’s real potentials, there is a need for a 
long year planned influence on development of his 
capabilities and features during the perennial process 
of sports preparation. Because the sport form of young 
skiers (children) is waving characters it all suggests that 
young skiers who do not work according to science-
based program will never reach the level, neither motor 
nor technical or tactical qualities that could be reached. 
For that reason it is insisted in the world today that the 
training of young skiers should be carried systematically, 
while the plan and program of training should be based 
on scientific research works (Hadžić et all, 2009).

PSYCHOLOGICAL FACTORS OF SELECTION
The first psychological factor of selection 

are capabilities. Capabilities implicit “something that 
determines the success in certain sport branch”. The 
core of capabilities is in dispositions as a combination 
of inborn functional capabilities. Dispositions represent 
some kind of base on which it is expected that the 
individual possesses or can develop certain ability. 
Without adequate sports activities as a stimulus it would 
not be possible to development any capabilities. The 
most acceptable definition of capabilities includes “all 
inborn functional qualities of a man (vegetative, sensor, 
motor, biochemical, intelectual), which differ in 
various levels of functioning” (Iljin, I.P.1985). 

The second psychological factor of selection 
are predispositions that are a subject of different  
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approaches in definition, one group of scientists puts 
them in the same group with psychic features, other 
group understands predispositions  as a combination of 
alll psychic and physiological qualities, that are caused 
by the nervous  system, and there are such predispositions 
that combine strength, lability and balance of nerve 
processes.  

The third psychological factor of selection is 
defined as emotional stage of excitement, impulsiveness, 
rigidity. All this together  is called the temperament 
traits. 

BIOLOGICAL FACTORS OF SELECTION
Morphological characteristics are the first of 

five selection factors and above all they are important 
because they are mostly inborn and in that way directly 
affect  the sport result. However, it is possible to change 
those genetic capabilities with good program. Morpho-
logical characteristics represent full support and indica-
tor of the human constitution.  

Physiological factors include: the possibility of 
oxygen consumption, the peripheral bloodstream indica-
tor, tolerance of taking less oxygen and more carbon-
dioxide.

Biological age is the third selection  factor 
which is undoubtedly the most important selection fac-
tor. The biological age is determined according to the 
degree of skeleton calcification and appearance of sexu-
all characteristics. 

Prognostic factors depends on in the orn fea-
tures. 

The moral side of selection belongs to a  group 
of biological factors and we emphasize it because it puts 
an imperative on humanity, it is more human to orient a 
young athlete to the other sport where it is assumed that 
he will have more success  than allow him to stay in his 
“dear” sport where he will be defeated by other more 
capable individuals.

THE ORGANIZATION OF SELECTION
By selection we mostly understand choosing, 

orientation and improvement of potential athlete  in a 
certain sport branch or discipline. It is common the divi-
sion of selection on its three basic parts:

•	The sport orientation implicits pedagogical 
process that involves at least three parts: discovering tal-
ents, their orientation toward  a certain sport and intro-
duction into initial stages of their sports training.

•	The selection implicits  a process of periodical 
choosing  best athletes in different stages of their sports 
improvement. 

•	Setting up teams and groups implicits the pro-
cesses of organizing, completing and improving sports 
teams for their participation in sports competitions.

Sport orientation and selection is the unique 
process which starts by finding talents and continues 
with elementary  training through specialized  sport 
training which implicit the selection of sport and dis-

cipline. In sports orientation we come across to an two 
basic varieties:

1. Spontaneous selection relies on natural 
courses in choosing  and orienting young beginners. In 
this case of selection the talented beginners have not 
been found but they have imposed themselves. The mer-
its for this kind of belong to experts the least. 

2. Organized selection relies on much more ac-
tive involvement of selectors and sports organizations. 
This form of selection is more complex and demands 
continuous monitoring of candidate’s development. 
There are athletes whose talent is immediately appar-
ent and the results are fast getting better. There are also 
athletes who do not show much at the beginning but pos-
sess certain dispositions and later reach extremely high 
results that surpass the talented athletes. 

SELECTION IN SKIING
The development of skiers could not be pre-

dicted only based on the individual talent. The environ-
mental contents can provide the biggest importance in 
talent development and all interactive processes (talent, 
environment, social factors…) have an important role in 
the development of  a future athlete. It is not only the 
question how to find a talent, it is much more important 
how to develop it. 

A development of a top skier begins early and 
that process is a result of the interaction between indi-
vidual and environmental factors where psychological 
preparation and mental strength are important part of the 
success in skiing.

Success in sport includes the following ele-
ments:

•	Broadness of a national sport culture
•	National skiing culture and tradition (the char-

acteristic of living in small environments is a develop-
ment of skiing as a lifestyle)

•	Club system ( development and financial sup-
port)

•	Status - popularity of sport, important persons
•	Institutional and personnel capability

PROBLEMS OF SELECTION AND 
EARLY ORIENTATION IN SKIING

In top sports, as well in skiing, the early 
development creates the base for continuous quality 
development and traces the road to a success. Those 
extremely talented (we look for them by selection) in 
all sports make a special group and demand a special 
treatment. That kind of treatment involves quality: 
a talent without good work as well as work without a 
talent could not bring good result. Early orientation is a 
delicate issue that must be professionally and completely 
dealt with, in order to respect children’s versatile, 
biological, psychological and social development. 
Researches and practices of developed Alpine countries 
provide  that early orientation (innitial selection)  begins 
at age of 6-7. At that age we must develop basic motor   
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and coordination knowledge. Even with a hard work, 
missed during that period, it cannot be compensated. 
Subsequent selection (at the age of 11-14) covers the 
age when training, and not a game, is the basic means of 
progress. At that age children can learn everything about 
skiing and it is very important to make a balance of work 
on the technique with motor capabilities, because only 
motor gifted and trained children can fulfill the complex 
demands of modern skiing.

Therefore, at the beginning  the game is the a 
basis for young children,  when they learn new moves 
and movements in nature. The choice of equipment 
is very important (the quality of ski equipment, skis 
with sidewalk curbs, automatic bindings). Children in 
that period are inclined to imitate and that is why it is 
important that the youngest ones are trained by teachers 
who are good demonstrators. 

The problem of innitial selections and choice 
of talented individuals in special groups carries a lot of 
problems: the lack of true parameters for choice, false 
humanism, club concentration,  parents with excessive 
demands etc. A special problem are  incompetent train-
ers who do not take seriously the selection as a form of 
work (they claim that clubs have been neglected) and 
they do not realize that the vertical flow (possibility for 
the best to make progress through a selection in homo-
geneous groups, by sorting them out) is necessary for 
quality progress. The possibility  of  making mistakes 
should be avoid by continuous selection in the process 
of work through training macro-cycles where selection 
parameters consist of a range of elements and factors 
which make dynamic process from the beginning and 
can be changed with new knowledge.  We can classify 
them in four basic groups:

1.Decision of an individual or parents
2. Subjective decision
3.Combination of expert experience and special 

tests
4.Interdisciplinary way of selection (measure-

ments and tests of total, common and  specific capabili-
ties as a precondition for success in top sports)

According to all aforementioned, the selection 
in skiing has a form of  a pyramid which includes:

•	Motor and coordination capable children
•	Ski schools (homogeneous groups)
•	Children selection
•	Pioneer selection (special “quality program)

According to the presented scheme it is clear 
that apart from abiding to basic selection parameters and 
successful selection it is very important to have a num-
ber of beginners in groups  I and II in order to provide 
a higher base for choice and  prevent the possibility of 
making a mistake. Therefore,  the elementary school at 
age of 6-7, as well as selection of pre-competitive  and 
early competitive age (7-9) is the basis for the future 
quality,  that should be taken into account by all stake-
holders, and especially by clubs and great ski centers. 

CONCLUSION
There is no dilemma that skiing within the sport 

domain,  and particularly in sports recreation, tends to a 
huge expansion. The expansion of skiing development is 
reflected both in the selection of potential skiers and in 
methods implemented in work. All that has been written 
and said, is mostly intended for clearing up issues con-
cerning selection of competitors, so that it can be con-
cluded that the development of a skier could not be pre-
dicteded on the basis of individual talent only. It is not 
only the question of how to discover a talent, it is much 
more important how to develop it. However, this issue 
should be further cleared up and this study can serve as a 
basis for it. Undoubtedy, this study can provide the con-
clusion that development of a top skier begins  very ear-
ly and the process is the result of the interaction between 
individual and environmental factors where psychologi-
cal preparation and mental strength represent important 
part of the success in skiing, but also adequate means 
and methods of work. Success in Alpine skiing, based on 
the selection of potential competitors by adequate meth-
ods, principles and means, depends on professional and 
pedagogical work, as well as on personal open-mindness 
toward others.
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  Apstrakt
Selekcijata e proces na periodi~en izbor na najdobri sportisti vo razli~ni etapi na 

sportskoto usovr{uvawe. Da bi mo`el natprevaruva~kiot rezultat na mladiot skija~ da bide 
odraz na negovite vistinski potencijali, potrebno e vo tekot na pove}egodi{niot proces 
na sportskite podgotovki planski da se vlijae vrz negovite sposobnosti i osobini. Razvojot 
na vrvniot skija~ po~nuva mo{ne rano. Toi razvoj e rezultat na procesot vo interakcijata 
na individualnite faktori i faktorite na sredinata, pri {to psiholo{kata podgotovka 
i mentalnata cvrstina, pretstavuvaat zna~aen del na uspehot vo alpskoto skijawe. Taka, toj 
uspehot vo alpskoto skijawe, zasnovuvaj}i se vrz selekcijata na potencijalnite skija~i so 
adekvatni metodi, principi i sredstva, zavisi od str~nata i pedago{ka rabota.  
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